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about supporting Yemeni aspirations
with subversion, in concert with the
Soviet Union and China. This led to
Aden coming under increasing
pressure from Yemeni nationalism
during the late 1950 and early
1960s. When an attempt was made
to murder the British High
European Powers in the First World Commissioner, a State Emergency
was declared. Initially, while
War Casemate Publishers
operations were confined to the
The book examines the military
history of Aden Colony from 1839 mountainous Radfan region near the
border, the internal security of Aden
including the fractious turn of the
became increasingly fragile as
century Border Commissions with
nationalists escalated attacks on the
Turkey and the defeat of British
Security Forces and Service
forces near Aden by the Turks in
dependants with grenade, shootings
1915. Great Britain successfully
and bomb attacks in the narrow
defended the base for the rest of
The Great War and throughout the streets.rnrnWhen the British
Second World War.rnrnThe period declared that they would leave in
after 1945 was one of rising tension 1967, the British forces were caught
up in interfactional fighting with 20
as Great Britain drew down its
June 1967 proving a black day with
Imperial commitments from the
twenty British soldiers murdered.
Near and Middle East. Britain's
intention to retain a military base in This led to the famous occupation of
Aden was rejected by Egypt, who, Crater district by Lt Col 'Mad Mitch'
Mitchell and his Argyll and
having embarrassed Great Britain
Sutherland Highlanders. By
during the 1956 Suez Crisis, set
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November that year, after
conducting a masterly withdrawal in
contact, the British left Aden for
good.
The Rolls-Royce Armoured Car
Bloomsbury Publishing
Command, Control, Communications and
Intelligence form the backbone of the
Army's operating system. But while much
attention has been given in the literature to
the other three elements, Communications
in the British Army during World War II
have been widely ignored. This book
rectifies the omission. It shows that failures
in front line communications contributed to
several of the set backs suffered by the
Army but also that ultimate victory was
only achieved after a successful
communications system was in place. It
explains how the outcome of the main
campaigns in Europe and North Africa
depended on communications, how the
system operated and how it evolved from a
relatively primitive and inadequately
supplied state at Dunkirk to a generally
effective system at the time of the Rhine
crossings. Problems still occurred however,
for example at infantry platoon level and
famously with paratrooper communications
at Arnhem, often simply due to the
shortcomings of existing technology. The
book concludes that it is only very recently
that advances in technology have allowed
those problems to be solved.
The Times History of the War Pen and Sword
From an internationally acclaimed expert in the
field comes a detailed, analytical and
comprehensive account of the worldwide
evolution of tanks, from their inception a century
ago to the present day. With new ideas stemming
from the latest academic research, this study
presents a reappraisal of the development of tanks
and their evolution during World War I and how

the surge in technological development during
World War II and the subsequent Cold War
drove developments in armour in Europe and
America, transforming tanks into fast, resilient
and powerful fighting machines. From the
primitive, bizarre-looking Mark V to the Matilda
and from the menacing King Tiger to the
superlative M1 Abrams, Professor Ogorkiewicz
shows how tanks gradually acquired the enhanced
capabilities that enabled them to become what
they are today – the core of combined-arms,
mechanized warfare.
The Eyes of the Desert Rats
Bloomsbury Publishing
There is no crime in detecting and
destroying in wartime the spy and
informer...I have paid them back
in their own coin. - Michael
CollinsMichael Collins'
development of a formidable
intelligence network transformed,
for the first time in history, the
military fortunes of the Irish
against the British. The Dublin
Brigade of the IRA was pivotal to
this defining strategy. In 1919,
Collins formed members of the
brigade into two Special Duties
Units. They eventually joined to
form his 'Squad' of assassins
tasked with immobilising British
intelligence. Eyewitness
testimonies and war diaries lend
immediacy and insight to this
thrilling account of the daring
espionage and killings carried out
by both sides on Dublin's streets.
Dominic Price reveals how the IRA
developed Improvised Explosive
Devices, and experimented with
chemical weapons in the form of
poison gas and infecting water
supplies.When the Civil War
erupted, the devotion of a
significant cohort of the Dublin
Brigade to Collins, forged during
the darkest of days, was
unbreakable. Many of them,
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identified here for the first time, the Comet coming late and the Centurion too
formed the backbone of the Free
late.??The combination of gripping historical
State in key intelligence and
narrative and well researched fact make this an
military roles. While not shying
invaluable and highly readable work on the
away from the revulsions of the
contribution of British Armoured Divisions to
Civil War, neither does Price
victory in the Second World War.
abandon the brigade's story at its
Ararat London : Constable
conclusion. As well as revealing
Readers have come to expect a level of
the disenchantment of some, who
took part in the 1924 army mutiny, detail and critical rigor from the established
he exposes the personal horrors
military historian and author Bryan Perrett.
that awaited in peacetime, when
They will not be disappointed at all here by
psychological trauma was common.
this new publication. Focussing
This is the stirring and poignant
predominantly on the British armored car
story of the human endeavour and
suffering at the core of the Dublin units of World War One, it also untangles
Brigade's fight for Irish freedom. many fascinating strands forming the

Journal of the Royal United Service Institution
ABC-CLIO
A total of eleven British armoured divisions
were formed during the 1939-1945 war but, as
this highly informative book reveals, just eight
saw action.??In 1940 only 1st Armoured
Division faced the German blitzkrieg and it was
in the North African desert that armoured
divisions came into their own. The terrain was
ideal and six such divisions of Eighth Army
fought Rommel's Panzers into submission.
Three were disbanded prior to the invasion of
Sicily and Italy. The campaign from D-Day
onwards saw the Guards Armoured, 7th
Armoured (the Desert Rats), 11th and Percy
Hobart's 79th Armoured Division in the thick
of the action.??Of particular interest are the
men who commanded these elite formations
and the way their characters contributed to the
outcome of operations. While some, such as
Dick McCreery, went onto greater heights,
others did not make the grade; the stakes were
high. A number, such as 'Pip' Roberts, were
just perfectly suited in the role.??Written by a
leading military historian, this book describes
many fascinating aspects of armoured warfare
from its uncertain beginnings, through the
development of tactics and the evolving tank
design. Due to British deficiencies, reliance had
to be placed on US Grants and Shermans, with

history of modern warfare. Full of detail, it
acquaints the reader with the complete
history of the armored car, from invention
onwards, setting the history of its Great War
service career firmly in context. Well written
in an accessible style, this publication serves
as an impressive tribute to the armored car,
one of the most effective weapons utilized
by the allies during the course of the Great
War.
Infantry Pen and Sword Military
The Royal Naval Air Service (RNAS)
revolutionized warfare at sea, on land, and
in the air. This little-known naval aviation
organization introduced and
operationalized aircraft carrier strike, aerial
anti-submarine warfare, strategic bombing,
and the air defence of the British Isles more
than 20 years before the outbreak of the
Second World War. Traditionally
marginalized in a literature dominated by
the Royal Flying Corps and the Royal Air
Force, the RNAS and its innovative
practitioners, nevertheless, shaped the
fundamentals of air power and contributed
significantly to the Allied victory in the First
World War. The Development of British
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Naval Aviation utilizes archival documents
and newly published research to resurrect
the legacy of the RNAS and demonstrate its
central role in Britain’s war effort.
Journal of the United States Cavalry Association
Routledge
Made up of members of the Coldstream and Scots
Guards, British Yeomanry cavalry regiments, New
Zealanders, South Africans, and Indian Army men,
the Long Range Desert Group was perhaps the
most effective of all the "special forces" established
by the Allies during the Second World War. It was
able to go thousands of miles into enemy territory,
well-armed and carrying its own supplies of petrol,
food and even water to last for weeks at a time something quite new in military history. Using
experience acquired in WWI and inter-war
exploration travels, the LRDG thus developed the
ability to appear almost anywhere in the desert to
carry out almost every type of ground
reconnaissance mission possible in desert warfare,
exploring and mapping the terrain, transporting
agents behind enemy lines or determining the
strength and location of enemy forces with an
extraordinary degree of accuracy and detail and
thus able to verify or hide Ultra intelligence.
Equally important were their skills in the art of
desert navigation, demonstrated in the outflanking
of the enemy during the Allied advance from El
Alamein westward to Tunisia, as led by the LRDG.
Once it had teamed up with the Special Air Service
(SAS), made up of British, Free French,
Commonwealth and Jewish Palestinian soldiers, the
LRDG perfected the art of irregular mechanized
warfare conducted in the rear of the enemy's forces
in the desert, attacking enemy installations of all
kinds, mining roads, raiding airfields, destroying
enemy aircraft on the ground and inflicting losses
upon the enemy in inverse proportion to their own
remarkably low rate of casualties. Through
meticulous research in original archival material,
this book thus tells the extraordinary story of how a
relatively small number of dedicated men
developed the methods and techniques for crossing
by motor vehicle the depths of the then unmapped
and seemingly impassable great deserts of Egypt
and Libya, the Western Desert, during the British
Army's North African Campaign of 1940-43. The

Long Range Desert Group and the Special Air
Service as a matter of course did extraordinary
things - the heroic was the commonplace. Their
tactics, techniques and remarkable success in desert
warfare continue to make them of great interest to
the student of military affairs. Likewise, as it seeks to
answer how the deep desert can best be used for
military purposes, this study is pertinent to today's
military operations, perhaps more so than at any
time since World War II. "…this study provides
fresh insights into the nature of desert warfare, past,
present and future… [and] reveals the peculiarities
of this warfare often lost to modern armies… a
virtual primer, useful to commanders and soldiers
alike. At long last this book can find its rightful place
in the classroom of military courses and colleges and
in the hands of those interested in the intricacies,
complexities and problems of military operations in
desert regions". From the Foreword to the book by
Colonel (Retired) David M. Glantz.

South African Armour of the Border War
1975–89 Bloomsbury Publishing
Major General Orde Wingate (1903–1944)
was the most controversial British military
commander of the Second World War, and
perhaps of the last hundred years. Anglim's
biography fills a significant void in the
literature, making extensive use of Wingate's
papers to place him firmly in the context of the
British army of the time.
Tanks Pen and Sword
First Published in 1999. Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

World War I Ashgate Publishing, Ltd.
In the history of armoured fighting vehicles,
there have been few that have been so
successful or so extensively employed as the
Panhard AML armoured car. Based on the
British Ferret armoured car, the Frenchbuilt Panhard AML was first used in
combat during the war in Algeria in the
early 1960s. Thereafter the AML has fought
in numerous wars, notably in Africa, up
until the present day with ongoing
operations against Boko Haram in Nigeria
and Chad. It also fought on the side of the
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African sun. Covering crucial operations such as
Argentinians during the Falklands War in
Crusader, Lightfoot, and Supercharge, and the
1982, and the war on ISIS in 2016. Now
great battles of Tobruk, El Alamein, and Gazala,
with an experienced military author, who
this book brings the unforgiving battlefields of North
was given full and exclusive access to an
Africa to the tabletop. In-depth information on the
AML armoured car, this is the latest modern forces involved, linked scenarios, and new Theatre
armoured fighting vehicle to receive the
Selectors make this an ideal resource for any Bolt
Haynes treatment. The Panhard AML and Action player with an interest in the Desert War.
Eland Enthusiasts' Manual is fully illustrated The Evolution of British Strategic Policy,
with archive photos, technical drawings and 1919–26 Osprey Publishing
Alphabetically arranged entries,
detailed photography.
supplemented with maps and primary
Journal of the Royal United Service
documents, provide a complete history of
Institution, Whitehall Yard Routledge
The idea of British soldiers using American the First World War.
Orde Wingate and the British Army, 1922-1944
tanks was not viewed with a great deal of
Routledge
enthusiasm by the British Army. They
The Staghound was a unique World War II
perceived American tanks as being crudely armored vehicle designed and manufactured in the
made, mechanically unsophisticated and
US, but intended solely for the British army. Since
impossible to fight in. However, once British its combat debut in Italy in 1943 until the end of
crews got used to them and learned to cope the war it had performed particularly valuable
service in a reconnaissance role where its speed and
with some of their difficulties, such as
armor ensured that it was able to extricate itself
limited fuel capacity and unfamiliar fighting
from trouble as required without additional
techniques, they started to see them in a far support. This book examines the development of
more positive light, in particular their innate this category of armored cars and offers a detailed
reliability and simplicity of maintenance.
analysis of the extensive combat use of the
This book, the last in a three-part series on Staghound in British service as well as in the service
of other Allied countries including Canada, New
British Battle Tanks by armour expert
Zealand and Poland.
David Fletcher, concentrates on World War
The RAF Regiment at War, 1942–1946
II and studies American tanks in British
Bloomsbury Publishing
service, some of which were modified in
The Border War saw the biggest armoured
ways peculiar to the British. It shows how
battles in Africa since World War II. Starting as
the number of these tanks increased to the a counter-insurgency operation by the South
point that they virtually dominated, as well African Defence Force (SADF) against the
describing some types, such as the T14 and South West Africa People's Organisation,
M26 Pershing, which were supplied but
South Africa became embroiled in the complex
Angolan Civil War, where they came up
never used in British service.
The Rolls-Royce Armoured Car Haynes
Publishing UK
The magazine of mobile warfare.
The Encyclop dia Britannica A&C Black
One of the most popular and enduring campaigns
of World War II is that of the Western Desert,
where Allied armies beat back the hard-pressed
German and Italian forces under the gruelling

against enemies well supplied with equipment
and armoured vehicles from the Soviet Union.
With the aid of stunning illustrations and
photographs, this study details the
characteristics, capabilities and performance of
the wide variety of armoured vehicles deployed
by the SADF, from the Eland armoured car to
the Ratel infantry combat vehicle and the
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Olifant tank. Designed for the unique conditions The Development of British Naval Aviation,
of the region, South Africa's armour was
1914–1918 Pen & Sword Books
distinctive and innovative, and has influenced After two months of bitter combat in
the design of counterinsurgency armoured
Normandy, Operation Bluecoat transformed
vehicles around the world. Frequently requested the campaign into a war of movement. British
by Osprey readers, and written by two
and German armoured divisions were flung
renowned experts on armoured vehicles, this
against one another. Over the rugged terrain of
will appeal to all those interested in modern
the 'Suisse Normande', thrust met with counter
armour and the Cold War proxy wars.
thrust in a rapidly changing mobile battle. This
British Armoured Car Operations in World is the story of the breakthrough begun on 30th
July by 11th Armoured Division, Guards
War I Bloomsbury Publishing
Armoured Division, and 15th (Scottish)
This is the first volume in a three-volume
Division. This was initially opposed by 21.
illustrated history of the evolution of
armored manoeuvre warfare in the British Panzer Division, and later by the Germans'
most powerful divisions in the west: 9. SSarmy, covering the period from 1914 until
Panzer 'Hohenstaufen' and 10. SS-Panzer
1939. Author Dick Taylor’s tour de force
'Frundsberg'. The story of Bluecoat includes
covers the evolution of the tank and
examples of virtually every type of Second
armored cars in response to the specific
World War armoured combat: from infantry
conditions created by trench warfare, the
tanks to specialised flame-throwers and
history of the use of tanks during the war, as minesweeping tanks; from light armoured
well as the critical period between the wars reconnaissance units to the heaviest battle tanks
in which the tank was both refined and
of the Second World War. The experiences of
both sides, German as well as British, are
neglected. He also looks in detail at the
related as the story of a swirling armoured
amalgamations and mechanization of the
horsed cavalry which led to the formation of Melle is played out under the hot summer sun
between Caumont and Vire.
the Royal armored Corps in 1939. His

detailed and absorbing narrative covers the
social and human aspects of the story as well
as the technology, and explains how the
nation that invented and first fielded the
tank in 1916 struggled to maintain the lead
after the Armistice.
British Battle Tanks Bloomsbury Publishing
With this latest supplement for Bolt Action,
players can now build an army for Great
Britain and the Commonwealth. From early
campaigns in Europe to the deserts of North
Africa and the jungles of the Far East, British
forces faced the Axis threat. The army lists
presented here have all the information needed
to field such elite units as the Paras,
Commandos, Chindits and SAS alongside the
steadfast 'Tommy'.
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